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Face it: Nicole Scherzing-
er is naturally gorgeous 
— but that doesn’t mean 

the 38-year-old singer may 
not have gotten a little help 
staying that way! In addition 
to a possible nose job, lip fill-
ers and Botox, she also might 
have had some nipping and 
tucking around the eyes and 
cheeks, according to our ex-
perts. “It looks like she’s 
had a very well-done upper 
eyelid lift,” Philadelphia- 
based plastic surgeon Dr. 
Lyle Back (who, like the oth-
er docs mentioned in this 
story, has not treated Nicole) 
tells Life & Style. “We can ac-
tually see them now!” Even 
more obvious to some docs? 
Nicole’s newly angular face. 
“Her cheekbones are wider, 

which could be from fill-
ers,” says NYC-based plastic 
surgeon Dr. Norman Rowe. 
“But I also think she had a 
buccal fat excision.” (That’s 
the surgical removal of fat 
pads from the cheeks.) All 
in all, Nicole — who has de-
nied having any cosmetic 
surgery and credits “drink-
ing a lot of water and get-
ting a lot of sleep” for her 
flawless appearance — gets  
kudos for her look. Says Bev-
erly Hills–based plastic sur-
geon Dr. Raffi Hovsepian: 
“She hasn’t distorted her 
natural beauty.” 

Nicole’s Smooth Moves

2008
Forehead

at 38, Nicole has 
amazing wrinkle-free 

skin that could be  
the result of Botox  

($500 and up). “She 
almost looks too 
smooth,” asserts 

dr. Back. 

Now

eyeS
“The crease 

of her upper eyelid 
is now right where it 

should be, rather than 
right above the lash 
line,” says dr. Back. 

eyelid lifts cost a 
cool $4K.

cheeKS
In addition to 

possible cheek fat pad 
removal — cost: $10K —  

Nicole may have had 
fillers to broaden her 
cheekbones. “That’s 

$1,200 and up,” 
says dr. rowe.

“She’s done well 
maintaining her 

features.”  
— Dr. Raffi Hovsepian lIpS

“her lip volume 
has increased,” 

says dr. hovsepian. 
“lip augmentation 
with fillers can cost 

between $800  
and $1K.”
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